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FULL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD
SUCCESS Press Release
St Vincent’s Catholic Primary, Barnet

St Vincent’s Catholic Primary School in
Mill Hill, London, NW7 has been awarded
the British Council’s prestigious
International School Award in recognition
of its work to bring the world into the
classroom.
The International School Award celebrates the
achievements of schools that do exceptional work
in international education. Fostering an
international dimension in the curriculum is at
the heart of the British Council’s work with
schools, so that young people gain the cultural
understanding and skills they need for life work
in today’s world.
St Vincent’s international work includes the
Global Scholars programme, World Book Day,
eTwinning projects (including 2 Italian Language
exchanges with our partner school in Bologna,
Italy). In addition to this, our recent Erasmus+
KA101 and KA201 funding applications were
successful for a strategic partnership with EU
partners on “Developing Skills for
Cross-Curricular Teaching in an Outdoor and/or
Community-Based Environment”.

such as India, Sri Lanka, Egypt, Lebanon,
Nigeria, and Pakistan. Over 6000 International
School Awards have been presented to successful
schools in the UK since the scheme began in
1999.
The International School Award encourages and
supports schools to develop:
• An international ethos embedded throughout
the school
• A whole school approach to international work
• Collaborative curriculum-based work with a
number of partner schools
• Year-round international activity
• Involvement of the wider community

The British Council International School
Award started in 1999 to recognise the schools
leading the way in instilling and developing a
global dimension into the learning experience of
all children and young people. It is managed by
the British Council and celebrates its 20th
Anniversary in 2019.
The British Council is the UK’s international
organisation for cultural relations and
educational opportunities. We work with over
100 countries in the fields of arts and culture,
Sir Ciarán Devane, CEO of the British Council,
English language, education and civil society.
said: ‘The school’s fantastic international work
Last year we reached over 65 million people
has rightfully earned it this prestigious award.
directly and 731 million people overall including
The International School Award is a great
chance for schools to demonstrate the important online, broadcasts and publications. We make a
work they’re doing to bring the world into their positive contribution to the countries we work
with – changing lives by creating opportunities,
classrooms. Embedding an international
building connections and engendering trust.
dimension in children’s education ensures that
they are truly global citizens and helps prepare Founded in 1934 we are a UK charity governed by
Royal Charter and a UK public body.
them for successful lives and careers in an
increasingly global economy.’
The award, which celebrates its 20th Anniversary If you would like advice on how to apply contact:
this year, is now available worldwide in countries annerootsconnect@gmail.com
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FULL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD
SUCCESS

Pembury House Nursery, Haringey, Angela Lenton
Pembury House Nursery School and Children’s
Centre achieved the Full International School
Award in August 2019. International learning is
a priority at Pembury and developing children’s
knowledge and understanding of diversity and
identity, locally and globally is embedded in the
ethos and curriculum of our school. Our
achievement in gaining the award was down to
the international events and activities we held
throughout the year, as well as our involvement
in an Erasmus KA1 project. This shows our
long-standing commitment to global learning
and celebrating the many diverse cultures within
the nursery school community. We believe this
extends and enhances children’s knowledge of
cultures and communities other than their own.
As a part of our International Schools Award, we
worked with a partner school in Beijing, Jingshi
Kindergarten and a kindergarten in Finland,
Siimapuiston Paivakoti. The children in Beijing
joined Pembury children exploring and using
recyclable materials to create sculptures.
Pembury children and their families visited the
Tate Museum and then made a sculpture
together. We shared photos of the educational
visit to the Tate and the finished sculpture with
our friends in Beijing. This sparked intercultural
conversations, an understanding of the world
around us and a celebration of different cultures.
African Activities Week
We held an African Activities week at the nursery
when children and their families learnt about
Africa through stories, music, arts and crafts.
Parents, carers and staff with an African
background came into the school to share
artefacts, music, story-telling and cooking. The
children made and kneaded dough to make
African beads, they used colour and shape
creatively to decorate them. After the African
drumming session, children were inspired to
make their own drums. The week was a huge
success and gave children and their families the
opportunity to develop their understanding of the
world around them and to talk about similarities
and differences in different cultures.
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African Drumming

Drum Making

Learning
about
Africa

FULL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD
SUCCESS continued……..
Christmas around the World
We celebrated Christmas Around the World and
the children found out about German traditions
at Christmas time. They took part in cooking
sessions making Platzchen- traditional German
biscuits made at Christmas. The children also
learnt a German Christmas song, taught to us by
German Interns undertaking placements in the
nursery.

The children explored traditional Caribbean
foods and recipes together. We also set up a
traditional ‘Caribbean Front Room’ in the
nursery class, using historical artefacts and
furniture.
We had a visit from a Steel pan group and
finished the week with a visit from an award
winning poet, Birdspeed, who held a poetry
making session with children and their families.

Playing the Steel Pans
The recipe for Platzchen (traditional
Christmas biscuits)

The children’s final Platzchen

Caribbean Week
We held a Caribbean week in the nursery to
coincide with the Windrush Events. We brought
families together sharing stories and experiences
from the Caribbean and learning traditional
songs and dances. Parents, carers and staff were
encouraged to share their experiences of the
Windrush and the impact this had on modern
day Britain. We created an exhibition for visitors
to find out more.
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The Windrush Exhibition

ERASMUS+ PROJECTS:

St Vincent’s Catholic Primary, Barnet
Elaine Regan
We are delighted to have been successful in applying for funding for the following projects:

KA1 Erasmus+ Project: Up, UP & Away

Over 18 months, this ERASMUS+ KA1 project funding will be used for staff training opportunities, to
explore curriculum development and bring back good practice observed in other European countries
with the aim that 18-20 members of staff will attend structured courses and professional
development events.
The KA1 courses identified are directly linked to St Vincent's School Development Priorities 20182021 and are based on the following areas:
- CPD opportunities for all staff.
- Reading across the whole school, including EYFS.
- Development and provision of Outdoor Learning, use of outdoor spaces and Forest School.
- Project Based Learning (critical thinking & cross curricular learning with a driving question).
Eight CPD courses have been identified via School Education Gateway Portal Course Catalogue' with 2
-3 people attending individual courses for 5-7 days each. On return teachers will be expected to share
information at staff meetings, moderations, INSETs, website updates, etc. to enable the widest
possible impact.

KA2 ERASMUS+ Project: UTOPIA 'Developing Skills for Cross
-curricular Teaching in an Outdoor and/or Community-based
Environment'
The aims of this 30 month project (which is being led by the Belgian co-ordinating school and
involves partners from all over Europe) are to:
•
Develop learning materials (lessons) and tool for alternative ways of learning through
outdoor activities.
•
Use eTwinning platform (TwinSpace) to share ideas, feedback and resources, etc

INTERNATIONALISM at

The Brook on Broadwaters, Haringey

Maria Preftitsi

In September we attended the National eTwinning Conference in Nottingham and received two
Quality Labels and the National award for our International projects.
At the conference’s exhibition we showed our last eTwinning movie project “Oceans S.O.S.”, where
schools from UK, Greece and Cyprus worked on the Global Learning topic. Pupils learned about
plastic pollution in the Oceans and how harmful it is for sea creatures.
Our 2-year Erasmus+ KA2 project has been approved and we are delighted to collaborate with schools
from France, Spain, Greece and Sweden. We will all work together using innovative teaching methods
via music, drama and movement.
In order to show everyone on our site the exciting and fun-filled work we are
doing, we have created an Erasmus+ display which we will update regularly.
We are very excited
that SEND and
mainstream schools
across the globe are
working together!
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ERASMUS+ KA1 VISIT TO PERPIGNAN,
FRANCE
Prince of Wales Primary, Enfield, Sena Alim

‘I had the opportunity to expand my French
language skills. As a french native speaker,
this mobility has given me an insight into
different styles of French teaching across
the school. Both the school and pupils will
benefit from multilingual techniques and
learn the French culture which includes
various fun activities and games. I believe
this will have a great impact as different
approaches will be implemented to expand
French Learning at Prince of Wales
Primary School.’
Anzi Beeharry , HLTA

We applied for KA1 funding earlier this year as
we wanted to improve the language
competences of our staff and pupils and
enhance their learning experience. We believe
that learning another language gives children a
new and broader perspective on the world,
encouraging them to understand their own
cultures and those of others, which feeds into
our focus on global learning. Over the October
half term, four staff (two teachers and two
HLTAs) from our school travelled to
Perpignan, France for a structured training
course.
The main focus of the course was to build
participants’ confidence in using French
through immersion and practice. The training
course has been a fantastic opportunity for our
staff to acquire new skills and increase their
confidence in the use of French. There were
different opportunities for participants to
immerse themselves in the language in various
situations throughout each day. As a result of
this mobility, staff are keen to share the new
gained skills and knowledge and integrate them
effectively into the everyday scheduled
activities of our school.
If you are interested in finding out more about
the Erasmus+ programme please contact
annerootsconnect@gmail.com
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This mobility has been a
fantastic opportunity for me to
enhance my knowledge and
language skills as well as to
contribute to my professional
development, in many ways. It
has increased my confidence and
competence in teaching the
French language to pupils in KS2.
Also, I have expanded my
knowledge of a foreign culture,
meeting new people with a view
to share knowledge and
experiences, as well as exchange
and picking up good practices. It
has empowered me to develop
strategies in assisting the French
curriculum lead to enable the
learning environment.
Usha Gopaul, HLTA

‘MIND FULL OR MINDFULLNESS’
eTwinning at Chipstead Valley Primary,
Croydon, Rebecca Cherot
One of my favourite activities was creating
mindfulness jars, using glitter, glue and water.
Each child made a jar, which was then used in
subsequent breathing sessions and later taken
home. At a parent’s evening around a month after
the project ended, one parent told me that the
project had such a positive impact on her son,
who still used the mindfulness jar and techniques
every evening before going to bed.

During the summer term, I decided to undertake
a research project using etwinning with a
partner in Spain. As an UKS2 teacher, I have
often noticed that children can feel the
stress of results and imminent change as they
prepare for a new school or final year in
primary education. As I was keen to explore
strategies to alleviate such pressures, I
decided to use the eTwinning partner forum to
find a school willing to collaborate on a
small project. Almost immediately, I found a
partner from Malaga, who was keen to explore
similar techniques to reduce stress and improve
concentration levels in her class.
Mindfulness training has been shown to reduce
the severity of depression, anxiety and ADHD in
children. Mindfulness builds resilience by giving
children skills to help them to cope better with
stress, as well as engage more fully with
themselves and the world. Our project was
planned to take approximately 6 weeks, with
activities such as mindful breathing, mantras,
colouring, collaborative drawings and making
mindfulness jars. Pupils completed an evaluation
before and after the project, which demonstrated
a successful impact, as they felt more capable of
choosing a suitable activity to help them unwind,
concentrate or calm down.

Mindfullness Jars!

In terms of collaboration, we worked on activities
with our Spanish partner to create a
combined product: the mindful video, (which we
edited together,) the story writing and also
mandala art using colorillo.com. The most
successful being the use of Colorillo, which
enabled children to draw a picture together and
work on it over time.
Our twinspace can be found at https://
twinspace.etwinning.net/85872/home
and we were pleased to receive an
eTwinning Quality Label for our project.

Mindfullness meditation in our immersion
suite, Digiverse

Years 5 and 6 mindfulness assembly
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On 27-29th September, I was invited to the
eTwinning national conference in Nottingham.

Surrounded by many successful and
inspirational eTwinners, I was proud to receive
an eTwinning National Award for my first
project! I’ve also been invited to represent the
UK with 25 other UK delegates at the European
eTwinning conference in Cannes, France.
My experience with eTwinning has certainly
been positive and I hope to encourage more
teachers to use this valuable resource in their
topics to bring a real audience and meaningful
purpose to pupil’s learning.

WHOLE SCHOOL SPANISH THEMED ART
WEEK TO CELEBRATE SPANISH CULTURE
Parkfield Primary, Barnet, Leila Harris

In order to begin our new school year and to
celebrate Erasmus+ news, that our school have
been awarded Key Action 1 and 2 projects, we
planned a whole school Spanish themed art
week. Each year group across the school focused
on a different Spanish artist, looking in detail at
a range of their artworks, learning about their
artistic style, identifying similarities and
differences between them before creating their
own works in the style of their artist.
In order to promote the use of Spanish language,
staff were given some key words in Spanish
linked to art so they would be able to teach these
and use language to describe what pupils could
see.
This promotes Spanish culture and heritage and
pupils were delighted to have opportunities to
discuss their opinions about art in Spanish using
Spanish speaking frames.
This activity contributes so much to our school
life as we serve a diverse community and the
children come from 48 different countries
speaking 58 different languages. Through
engagement with these projects over the next
two years we want our staff to learn from and
work with colleagues in Spain (who use CLIL as
an approach to support rapid vocabulary
development and language) as well as exploring
and developing cultural identities in the UK and
Spain.
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In order to launch this work with our whole
school community, we held an art exhibition at
the end of the art week. The hall was filled with
sketches, paintings, sculptures, photographic art
and prints. All pupils had an opportunity to
exhibit their work and we were delighted to
welcome visitors from the British Council, our
multi academy trust, governors and Virgin
Active who support our school community with a
variety of projects. We are now looking forward
to building on this initiative and our first
exchange visit with our colleagues in our Spanish
partner school.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS AT
GREENLEAF PRIMARY, WALTHAM
FOREST, Mark Scott
Greenleaf is a primary school in Walthamstow
with a mixed intake of over 400 pupils.

flags and wrote: ‘Hello my name is …’ in the
language of the country. These were then shared
between the children to encourage an
understanding of how language diversity affects
how we see the world.
At Greenleaf, we put international activities at
the core of everything we do. We pride
ourselves on being a multi-cultural school
where we celebrate diversity. Our curriculum
embeds a global approach throughout the
school and our children are challenged to think
carefully about the planet that they will
inhabit. This is made possible by having a team
who are motivated to ensure that the children
have an enriching experience which empowers In the coming months, we will undertake more
them to be global citizens, ready for the future. activities based around global themes and
teacher exchanges to Portugal and Turkey will
Global learning is fully integrated into our
take place. During this time, teachers will learn
school. In Year 1, children read Barnaby Bear, more about the systems of reading in other
a text which looks at the world through the
European nations which, in turn, will develop
travels of a bear. In Year 3, children read
our pedagogy and practice in the classroom. We
Gregory Cool, a story about a boy who
are hoping to be brimming with ideas on how to
experiences the cultural differences between
develop our approach to reading based on the
the UK and Tobago. This is then used as a
experiences with our European partner schools.
stimulus to open debate about culture and
Greenleaf also undertakes a student exchange
identity. In Year 4, one of the main topics is
programme each year which allows us to benefit
water. We use this as a means to discuss water from extra hands in the classroom from Spain
consumption and human impact on the planet. and Germany. These students arrive at different
In Year 5, we look at racism and discriminapoints throughout the year and soon become a
tion through our Africa topic. These are just
very valuable help to the teachers!
some of the many examples where we value
As well as the Erasmus+ project, this year we
and embed a global approach.
have set up a Connecting Classrooms Through
This year, we have undertaken an Erasmus+
KA2 project with a group of five other partner Global Learning project with a cluster of
Waltham Forest schools. This will involve
schools. The title of the project is, ‘Tell Me
comparing water consumption between us and
More’ and its main aim is to understand how
those of our link schools in Kenya. Furthermore,
schools in England, Portugal, Denmark,
we are now involved in a pen pals project with a
Poland, Turkey and Italy teach reading.
school in McKinney, Texas, U.S.A, thanks to our
The project involves the children taking part in local links with Leyton Orient Football Club and
joint sessions to understand more about each their Texan owner, Kent Teague. Add that to our
other’s cultures. One such activity we took part annual Journey Day, International Evening,
Global Citizen Club, Black History Day and
in was the European Day of Languages on
Human Rights Day and we are sure to have
Thursday 26th September. To celebrate we
firstly introduced our partner schools through another busy and successful international year at
a slide presentation. The children then made Greenleaf.
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Global Learning & Ofsted Creating a Broad and Balanced
Curriculum to Motivate & Inspire
Connect was delighted to work with the British Council to deliver this day-long conference
exploring how global learning can be used as a tool to respond to the new Ofsted Framework.
The morning was opened by Heather Fearn, Inspector, Curriculum and Development Lead
(Ofsted) who outlined the key changes and requirements for schools.

Heather explained how a more holistic approach is now expected linking Intent, Implementation
& Impact - rather than these being seen as separate activities and:
•
The Quality of Education judgement would not be so outcomes focussed
•
Inspectors would be looking for feedback rather than focussing on internal school data
•
In terms of Intent: What planning is being done in relation to what children should learn?
•
The need for specifics rather than vague / fluffy mission statements about what children
should learning i.e. Inspectors will be looking for what you do, rather than what you say you
are going to do!
•
Schools should be evidencing Substance i.e. Looking beyond the National Curriculum to
extend & provide depth of learning - providing a 'deep dive'.
•
Lessons - Ofsted will be looking for quality of teaching and pedagogy
•
Curriculum context should be relevant to lessons
•
Evidence of impact of visits / outings / other schools programmes and activities i.e.
rationale for why these are being done and how they fit in / are relevant to the curriculum /
enable extended learning and provide background knowledge
•
Prior building blocks of knowledge and understanding help pupils to learn what they need
to know.
It was clear from Heather's comments and presentation that global learning / a real -life approach
to the curriculum can help address much of the new framework and provide a real context for
learning / knowledge , skills and understanding i.e. cultural capital to prepare pupils for their
future as productive global citizens.
A school choose to
teach the Romans
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Lynne Cooper, Executive Head Teacher at Nell Gwynn and Ann Bernadt Nursery Schools then
spoke about their experiences as part of the new Ofsted framework Pilot Project and how their
global learning and international activities had helped turn the 'unloved' nursery from one with a
low and falling roll and demoralised staff to one that is investing in and retaining its staff.
Through partnerships / international CPD and eTwinning they have enabled pupils to learn about
and from others and seen a transformative impact (by introducing outdoor learning / creative
SEN approaches / introducing new strategies to support gender equality etc) on curriculum
delivery, practice and pedagogy.

Lynne was followed by Bernadette Clinton, MFL Consultant, Hackney Learning Trust who spoke
about how schools are developing Global Learning through Modern Foreign Language and
using this approach to support the MFL programme of study and Ofsted.
“Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other
cultures. A high-quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their
understanding of the world.”
Bernadette outlined the new MFL expectations i.e. to deliver an ambitious and full curriculum
designed to provide cultural capital and followed this with examples of activities and resources
that can enable this depth of learning / provide relevant context and intercultural understanding
A quality MFL provision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports activities that foster curiosity and motivate pupils to learn languages
Provides real audience and context for language learning
Provides authentic language resources
Supports intercultural understanding
Provides opportunities to link with and visit partner schools abroad
Provides opportunities for international CPD
Enables a wider appreciation of languages
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Stephen Ellis, British Council Schools
Ambassador and Associate Global
Learning Adviser for HEC, then spoke
to everyone about the Connecting
Classrooms Through Global Learning
Programme (CCGL) which provides
funding for support/guidance/
training and global school
partnerships and how a Development
Education and Global Learning
(DEGL) approach is a pertinent tool
to develop a deep, rich and broad
curriculum. It is an
“Education that aims to inform learners about global issues, such as poverty, climate change
and the rationale for UK Aid, and to equip them with the knowledge, skills and attitudes they
need to live and work in a globalised economy and take action on poverty.”
Stephen highlighted the new Ofsted framework headlines:
•
The introduction of a new quality of education inspection judgment which aims to shift the
focus away from performance data to looking in a holistic way at the work of schools.
•
Internal inspection data will not be used for inspection evidence.
•
Separate judgments about learners personal development and behaviour and attitudes are
being introduced.
•
An extension of the on-site time for short inspections of ‘Good’ schools to two days.
Stephen then posed and answered the following question:
Why should schools get involved in DEGL and CCGL?
•
It broadens horizons and encourages a global outlook
•
It enriches the curriculum through exploring real global challenges such as climate change,
hunger or gender equality
•
It boosts engagement through providing an authentic context and a real audience of
international peers
•
It develops pupils as responsible global citizens, and empowers them to put learning into
action to improve their world
•
It contributes to SMSC and British values
Putting this work in into a local
school context, Emma Scelsi from
St Vincent’s Primary in Barnet,
reflected on their participation in the
Global Scholars Programme:
Emma began by outlining how they
have embedded the Global Scholars
on-line project into class-based
activities and used the theme 'World
of Water' to talk to students in cities
around the world to exchange ideas
and perspectives while learning
about the role of water in our lives,
their lives, cities, and the world. The
project was also a tool to address the requirements of the national curriculum (particularly ICT &
Geography) and support the wider curriculum at the school - actively preparing them for the
wider world outside the classroom.
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Emma described how she had been invited to attend the annual Global Scholars symposium,
which brought together educators from around the world (Taiwan, Mumbai, New York, Boston,
Paris, Madrid, Argentina, Manchester, Fort Lauderdale, Spain, Kazakhstan and more) for a high
profile conference in New York to discuss ‘Global Competency in a Changing World’.
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The 2019-20 Global Scholars curriculum will focus on Nature in Our Cities and has been mapped
against the curriculum at St Vincent's to deliver a truly broad, rich and deep teaching and learning
experience for the school.

The last part of the day gave participants a chance to share the global learning activities that they
have been involved in / are doing in their schools

Quotes from the day
‘An enjoyable day that inspired and helped me to see
ways to bring global learning into the school and
classroom'
'Very inspiring content and good to network with
professionals from other boroughs
'All the presentations were interesting and extremely
useful'
'I can now see how global learning work fits with the
new Ofsted framework so positively'
'The range of speakers, practical ideas given and advice
on how to access support was very useful'
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Erasmus+ Key
Action 1

International CPD

Modern Language
Assistants

Funding - Paid for by one or more schools

Funding - Grants for travel, subsistence and course fees

Funding for professional development and job shadowing placements:
https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/apply-for-school-staff-mobility-funding
Deadline – 5 February 2020 at 12:00

CONNECT offers a MLA Service which allows schools to share Assistants if needed for less than 12 hours

Deadline – One annual March deadline

Assistants to help promote foreign language skills and cultural awareness in the classroom (min. 12 hours per week):
https://www.britishcouncil.org/school-resources/employ-language-assistant

Free to all UK schools

Free to all schools globally
Accreditation scheme helping you to develop and celebrate the international dimension in your curriculum :
https://www.britishcouncil.org/school-resources/accreditation/international-school-award

Your one-stop shop for the international dimension in education. Find international partners and get free advice,
resources and funding information:
https://www.britishcouncil.org/school-resources

Hosting classroom assistants from other countries

International School
Award

British Council
Resources

Setting up and developing international projects

Your guide to funding and support for schools

International Opportunities

Schools and or Local Authorities across Europe working on collaborative projects:
https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/apply-for-school-partnership-funding
Deadline – 24 March 2020 at 12:00
Funding - Grants for pupil and teacher travel and subsistence

Online community and collaboration tool for schools in any of 32 European countries. Find partners and develop joint
projects; get free support and accreditation:
www.etwinning.net
Deadline - Register your school at any time
Free to all European schools

British Council Connecting Classrooms Through Global Learning (CCGL)
https://connecting-classrooms.britishcouncil.org/about
Funding for schools to develop global school partnerships in Africa, Asia, MENA (Middle East & North Africa\) and
access funding for reciprocal visits / support / advice & training
Deadlines: 5 deadlines per year. Check website for details.

Grants making programme for cultural organisations, universities and schools who wish to develop links with Japan.
Grants available from £1,500 - £5,000-£6,000 for larger-scale projects to support the study of the Japanese language
and culture, School, Education and Youth exchanges.
http://www.gbsf.org.uk/
Deadline - 3 deadlines a year

DfE International School Exchange Programme:
Secondary School funding for grants to take pupils anywhere overseas (£10,000 Europe, £15,000 World wide0
https://www.britishcouncil.org/school-resources/exchanges
Deadline: Any time before the 14th February 2020

Erasmus+ Key
Action 2 School
Exchange Projects

eTwinning

British Council
Connecting
Classrooms

The Great Britain
Sasakawa
Foundation

Europe / China /
Global

International partnerships and projects

Zero Hunger

Responsible
consumption and
production (links
to zero food
waste locally and
globally)

Zero Waste –
Tackling Climate
Change

SDG

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

• Critical thinking & problem
solving
• Creativity & imagination
• Leadership
• Collaboration &
communication
• Active Global Citizenship skills
• Team working
• Understanding of complex /
multiple issues & perspectives
• Appreciation of diversity
• Active pupil participation and
empowerment
• Understanding of
interdependence – impact of
our actions on others
• Understanding of rights and
responsibilities / SMSC /
Values Educations
• Understanding of social justice
and equality

•

To explore what pupils can do to address poor waste management in their respective
countries and communities.
To research, find solutions, design and engage in a project to tackle waste management
To work with others (i.e dining hall / kitchen / local authority / councils) to reduce waste
Less litter campaign - Eco Club or committee to design Litter bins / request for more bins
from the Local Authority / council
To produce joint Eco-code
To set up joint Eco-committees
To lobby the local community – supermarkets / businesses etc. and to engage with them
regarding their ethical approach to reducing the use of plastics.
To explore multiple issues relating to unsustainable and irresponsible consumption and
production of plastics
To Increase in the number of pupils using reusable water bottles and design publicity
posters and leaflets
To involve pupils in gardening, composting, designing school menu, measuring levels of
waste food etc.
To know and understand how to work towards being a ‘zero waste’ consumer – only to
buy products with minimal or no packaging
To understand how and what to recycle
To raise awareness of the need for responsible attitudes towards water consumption
To develop learning project on clean water
To develop Eco Schools & Fair trade collaborative projects
To explore poverty, food security, improved nutrition, promote sustainable agriculture
To explore the notion of poverty; locally, nationally and globally
To explore the causes of malnutrition and possible solutions
To increase boys’ engagement in literacy lessons
Story Project - pupils to create collaborative Talk For Writing story journeys and create
and complete work packs for these – joint scheme of work / resources produced

Teaching / Learning Outcomes & skills
/ Impact:

Example Collaborative Project Aims:

Example Activities to Explore Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

PEACE, JUSTICE
AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

Quality
Education &
Gender Equality

Children to create a drama that demonstrates how the school could be more peaceful,
inclusive and just
To explore rights and responsibilities – enabling a proactive approach and desire to make
a difference
SMSC / Values collaborative project
Joint student charter

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

To create a ‘Women of the World’ Project focussing on inspirational woman and resulting
in a collaborative piece of art work to be displayed in school as a focus to raise the profile
of women in power, politics, the arts etc.
Collaborative International Book Club
To explore what Quality Education means
Pupils to share, discuss, design a poster and prepare presentations around What Makes
an Inclusive and Equitable School?
To explore the education issues facing refugees, and take action to contribute to
improvement of education for refugees
To train staff in coding develop a joint programme of study in Coding using “Google Apps”
Female ‘‘Coding Ambassadors” to support pupils and challenge gender stereotypes

•

• Increased enjoyment of
reading for pleasure
• IT skills (presentations / virtual
& on-line communication via
SKYPE etc.)
• Confidence in reading / writing
and improved fluency
• Real life context for learning
• Increased motivation to learn
• Whole school & community
approach

• Boys’ engagement /
attainment in literacy will
improve

FREE Connect Global Pathways To Excellent
Education Course - see following flyer
What is it?
•

•
•
•

•

FREE 3 part course involving school based task focussing on Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) / Active Citizenship (climate change / Zero Hunger / Zero Waste / Gender
Equality / Peace, Justice & Strong Institutions)
Lots of resources & support
Linked to accreditation through International School Award (ISA) / Rights Respecting
School Award (RRSA) / Eco-Schools / Fair Trade / GA Quality Mark
Funding (up to £35,000) for Connecting Classrooms Through Global Learning (CCGL)
partnership projects / training and celebrations / support from Connect for applications &
project management and co-ordination.
Lots of support from Connect for bid writing / project management and co-ordination

Global Learning Approach / Course like this - Why do it?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Links to Ofsted / Curriculum development:
Develops cultural capital / appreciation of diversity
Positive Contribution to society
Real world context for learning - relevant / broad / rich / deep
Supports inclusive curriculum
Develops Life-long learning skills
Rights and responsibilities / SMSCS & British Values
Links to existing curriculum / cross curricular - ALL SUBJECTS

•
•
•

Supports Personal Development:
Motivation to learn
Active Global Citizenship skills (diversity / interdependence / social justice / conflict
lution)
Leadership skills
Creativity & Imagination
Digital literacy
Critical thinking & Problem Solving

•
•
•
•

reso-

School Based Tasked - example project templates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Learning Curriculum mapping
Progression in Learning - monitoring and evaluation tools / measuring attitudinal change
Stories in the News
What's the Weather like
A day in the Life Of
Green Schools
Natural Resources
Values
Democracy
Women of the World
Talk for Writing
Contact: annerootsconnect@gmail.com
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GLOBAL PATHWAYS TO
EXCELLENT EDUCATION:
Learning strategies,
Accreditation and
Curriculum Resources

Session 1:
To support teachers and teaching
assistants in developing skills and
knowledge on the United Nations
Global Goals and how these can
contribute to excellent education,
through learning schemes,
accreditation frameworks and
curriculum resources.

This course aims to support schools and teachers to:
learn about the Global Goals and how these
can contribute towards excellent education
provision – policy, practice and accreditation

Schools Based Task:
Carry out a curriculum based activity of
your choice in between the meetings
and be ready to report back.

access a range of teaching strategies and
resources to introduce teaching about the
Global Goals and create opportunities for
international collaborative action with your
partner school overseas
develop and nurture long-term equitable and
sustainable partnerships.

Session 2:
Includes a learning community style
engagement with school based tasks.
The session can cover the International
School Award as a framework for
engaging with the Global Goals. It will
also support developing and nurturing
long-term equitable and sustainable
partnerships.
Content and focus can be tailored to
suit the needs of your school/s.

&

No cost to schools ~ funded and
accredited by the British Council
Contact: Anne Roots
annerootsconnect@gmail.com

